We compute the equivariant K-theory with integer coefficients of an equivariantly formal isotropy action, subject to natural hypotheses which cover the three major classes of known examples. The proof proceeds by constructing a map of spectral sequences from Hodgkin's Künneth spectral sequence in equivariant K-theory to that in Borel cohomology. A new characterization of equivariant formality appears as a consequence of this construction, and we are now able to show that weak equivariant formality in the sense of Harada-Landweber is equivalent with integer coefficients to surjectivity of the forgetful map under a standard hypothesis.
Introduction
Presented with any smooth action of a group G on a space X, one almost reflexively reaches for isotropy action of the stabilizer H of a point x at its tangent space in the hopes of applying representation theory. The global version of this action, the isotropy action of H on G{H, thus occupies a privileged role amongst group actions. On the other hand, in some sense the most comprehensible actions from the algebro-topological viewpoint are the equivariantly formal actions, those for which the natural map HGX ÝÑ H˚X from Borel equivariant to singular cohomology is surjective. It is then natural to ask when an isotropy action is equivariantly formal. Fok [Fok17] showed equivariant formality with rational coefficients is equivalent to surjectivity of the forgetful map KGpX; Qq ÝÑ K˚pX; Qq from the Q-localization of complex equivariant K-theory, and jointly with the present author [CF18] exploited this equivalence to derive several equivalent characterizations of equivariant formality of an isotropy action. That work discusses the surjectivity of the map KHpG{H; Qq ÝÑ K˚pG{H; Qq without attempting to compute the structure of the ring KHpG{Hq itself, leaving that task for this sequel.
Theorem K. Let pG, Hq be a pair of compact, connected Lie groups and k a subring of Q such that π 1 G is free abelian and the image of RpG; kq ÝÑ RpH; kq is a polynomial ring over which RpH; kq is a finite Its proof relies essentially on a generalization of a theorem of Shiga and Takahashi was announced without proof in this paper's predecessor [CF18, Rmk. 3 .12], and for which a selfcontained proof appears in Appendix A.
Theorem S. Let pG, Kq be a pair of compact, connected Lie groups. The following are equivalent:
(1) K acts equivariantly formally on G{K;
(2) G{K is formal and H˚pBG; Qq ÝÑ H˚pBK; Qq N G pKq is a surjection; (3) π 0 N G pKq acts on the space of indecomposables QHK as a reflection group and H˚pBG; Qq ÝÑ H˚pBK; Qq N G pKq is a surjection;
(4) π 0 N G pSq acts on the tangent space s to a maximal torus S of K as a reflection group and H˚pBG; Qq ÝÑ H˚pBS; Qq N G pSq is a surjection.
The earlier work of Fok also established the equivalence of equivariant formality with a concept called weak equivariantly formality due to Harada-Landweber [HL07, Def. 4.1]; see Definition 4.2. This equivalence requires rational coefficients, but with the additional assumption π 1 G is free abelian, we can extend it over the integers.
Theorem W. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, X a compact G-space, and k be a ring of characteristic zero. If π 1 G is not free abelian, assume additionally the common torsion primes of H˚pG; Zq and K˚X are invertible in k. If KGpX; kq is finitely generated over RpG; kq and the forgetful map f : KGpX; kq ÝÑ K˚pX; kq is surjective, then the action is k-weakly equivariantly formal.
Finally, in the prequel the structure theorem for HHpG{H; Qq in the case of equivariant formality is stated in passing:
Theorem C. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group, and H a closed, connected subgroup such that the action of H on G{H is equivariantly formal. Then there is a ring isomorphism HHpG{H; Qq -H˚BH b
where Λ p P -im`H˚pG{H; Qq Ñ H˚pG; Qq˘and H˚BH is an H˚BG-algebra through application of H˚˝B to the inclusion H ã Ý Ý Ñ G.
This motivated Theorem K and indeed a version (with excess hypotheses) can be obtained from it by completing. As a proof at present exists only in an unfinished book [Car15, Thm. 10.1.1], we take the opportunity to include a demonstation in Appendix B.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we set up necessary terminology and machinery, including the map of spectral sequences of Theorem 2.2. In Section 3, we prove Theorem K and derive a number of special cases. Section 4 contains a consequent additional equivalent characterization of equivariant formality and the proof of Theorem W. In Appendix A we prove the enhanced Shiga-Takahashi theorem S and in Appendix B we prove Theorem C.
Set-up; the map of spectral sequences
In all that follows, G will be a compact, connected Lie group. If H is a closed, connected subgroup-as it always will be-then we call pG, Hq a compact, connected pair. The left multiplication action of H on G{H is the isotropy action.
We denote a universal principal G-bundle by EG Ñ BG and the homotopy orbit space of a continuous action of G on a space X by X G :" EG b G X " EGˆX L peg, xq " pe, gxq. For us, cohomology will take rational coefficients by default, and we will more usually need to view it as the product H˚˚:" ś H n rather than the coproduct H˚:" À H n of its graded components.
By definition, the Borel equivariant cohomology of a continuous action of G on a space X is the singular cohomology H˚G X :" H˚˚X G of the homotopy orbit space. It will be convenient at times to also write H˚G :" H˚G p˚q " H˚˚BG for its coefficient ring and likewise HG " HGp˚q.
The equivariant K-theory K 0 G X of a G-space X is the additive Grothendieck group of the semiring of G-equivariant vector bundles V Ñ X, bundles whose total space admits a G-action such that the projection is equivariant. We set K´n G X " K 0 G S n X, where S n X is the n-fold unreduced suspension; as with nonequivariant K-theory, Bott periodicity holds, and we can form a Z{2-graded ring KGX :
For each characteristic-zero coefficient ring k there exists a unique extension to an equivariant cohomology theory which on finite G-CW complexes is given by KGpX; kq :" KGX b k. An equivariant G-bundle over a single point˚is just a representation, so KGp˚q is the complex representation ring RG of G. This ring carries a canonical augmentation ε : RG ÝÑ Z defined on representations by ρ Þ Ñ dim ρ, whose kernel is written IG. We also write RpG; kq " RG b k, and IpG; kq -IG b k. The unique G-map X Ñ˚induces [AH61, §4.5] a map RpG; kq ÝÑ KGpX; kq which makes KGpX; kq an algebra over RpG; kq just as H˚G X is an algebra over H˚G . Forgetting the G-structure on a bundle induces a natural forgetful map [MM86] f : KGX ÝÑ K˚X.
Surjectivity of f b id Q : KGpX; Qq ÝÑ K˚pX; Qq is called equivariant formality, and equivalent [Fok17, Thm. 1.3][CF18, Thm. 5.6] to the map X ã Ý Ý Ñ X G inducing a surjection in cohomology.
The principal tools for computing the related Borel equivariant cohomology ring HHpG{Hq are the Serre spectral sequence of a fibration G Ñ G HˆH Ñ BHˆBH and the closely related Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the homotopy pullback square on the left in the following figure-
-which is the special case X " Y " G{H of the square on the right. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the right square is the general Künneth spectral sequence in Borel equivariant cohomology, and in our case the sequence collapses; in fact, H˚pG{H; Qq is isomorphic as a ring to the E 2 page. The K-theoretic analogue is a Künneth spectral sequence with intended target KGpXˆYq, due to Hodgkin [Hod75] , beginning at E 2 " Tor˚,R G pKGX, KGYq. This sequence always converges, but not usually to the indended target [Hod75, Thm. 5.1]. It does however converge to KGpXˆYq if G is compact and connected with free abelian fundamental group [Hod75, Sna72, McL79] . In our case, one applies the standard equivalences
o see KHpG{Hq is the target of the Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequence converging from E 2 page Tor˚,R G`KG pG{Hq, pKGpG{Hq˘-Tor˚,R G pRH, RHq which converges to the intended target under the assumptions on G. To obtain an analogous collapse result, we compare the two spectral sequences.
To conduct this comparison of Künneth spectral sequences, we need to analyze their construction. , Whereas the original construction of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of that square starts from the isomorphism HGpXˆY; Zq -TorC˚p BGq`C˚p X G q, C˚pY G q˘, requiring a notion of "differential Tor" of a differential module over a dga, and proceeds through an algebraic Künneth spectral sequence, an analogous construction in equivariant K-theory is unavailable due to the general lack of a cochain-level model. A later method of constructing the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence developed by Larry Smith [Smi70] , based on ideas of himself, Hodgkin, and Rector, navigates around this difficulty by proceeding first at the space level, constructing a "geometric resolution" in an appropriate category of topological spaces and obtaining the algebraic resolution through functoriality. Hodgkin showed these ideas apply to a broad class of cohomology theories [Hod75, §1-6].
Construction 2.1. Let pC,˚q be a pointed category with finite products and colimits, tensored over pointed topological spaces. 1 We can equip C with a notion of a homotopy of a morphism f : X ÝÑ Y, given as a map X b I`ÝÑ Y, and a notion of a cofiber, given as the pushout of Y Ð X Ñ X b I. Let h˚be a reduced multiplicative cohomology theory on C, meaning a contravariant (commutative graded ring)-valued homotopy functor h˚" À nPZ h n taking a cofiber sequence to an exact sequence of groups and equipped with an element ς P h 1`p˚>˚q b S 1˘s uch that the map h˚X " ÝÑ h˚`1pX b S 1 q given by the cross product with ς agrees with the suspension isomorphism given by the cofiber sequence X Ñ X b I Ñ X b S 1 .
An object Z P C is called a Künneth space for h˚if h˚Z is a finitely-generated projective module over the coefficient ring h˚:" h˚p˚>˚q and the cross product h˚Z b h˚h˚Y ÝÑ h˚pZ^Yq is an isomorphism natural in Y. A geometric resolution of X with respect to h˚is a sequence of spaces
uch that each Z j is a Künneth space, each h˚Z ℓ ÝÑ h˚X ℓ is surjective, and each sequence
is a cofiber sequence. Smashing (2.2) with Y yields further cofiber sequences, yielding long exact sequences on applying h˚, and adding them gives an exact couple
For us a topological space means a compactly generated space homotopy equivalent to a CW complex. 
It follows the jk-cohomology of E 1 " À h˚pZ ℓ^Y q is E 2 " Tor h˚p h˚X, h˚Yq. The spectral sequence strongly converges [Hod75, Thm. 5.1], but at this generality it is impossible to tell whether it is to h˚pX^Yq as hoped.
Smith [Smi70] showed this technique recovers the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence when applied to the functor h˚pX Ñ Bq :" r H˚X on the category Top {B of spaces over B, and Hodgkin applied it to h˚" r KG on the category G-Top of G-spaces. To construct geometric resolutions Hodgkin needed to prove there are "enough" Künneth spaces for KG. The Künneth spaces he finds are the products of suspensions of complex Grassmannians Grpℓ, Vq for V a complex G-
To see there is a homomorphism of spectral sequences, we first need a natural transformation from equivariant K-theory to Borel cohomology. This is given by the equivariant Chern character ch G : KG ÝÑ H˚G , defined on the class of an equivariant vector bundle V Ñ X by
The first map is completion, by the theorem of Atiyah and Segal [AS69, Prop 4.2], and the second the ordinary Chern character, which is an isomorphism on finite CW-complexes and so induces a Z{2-graded natural ring isomorphism K˚pX; Qq ÝÑ H˚˚X in general. Particularly, we find [CF18, Thm. 5.3] that ch G induces isomorphisms
If we now can see that these G-spaces Grpℓ, Vq are also Künneth spaces for H˚G p´; Qq, then we may simultaneously take the same geometric resolution for both theories, and apply the equivariant Chern character to these resolutions to induce a homomorphism of Künneth spectral sequences. But it follows from (2.3) that any Künneth space for KG is also one for H˚G p´; Qq. 2 2 Alternately, one can prove directly that given a G-representation V, the G action on Y " Grpℓ, Vq is equivariantly formal (much easier than what Hodgkin had to do) which implies H˚G Y is free over H˚G , so that the Künneth spectral sequence associated to the right square in (2.1) collapses to Künneth isomorphism. For this, let n " dim C V and H " UpℓqˆUpn´ℓq. Then Grpℓ, Vq " Upnq{H with the left multiplication action of G, and the action of G on Upnq{H is equivariantly formal if and only if the map χ : Upnq{H Ñ`Upnq{H˘G induces a surjection.
First, this is so if G " Upnq, for then χ : G{H ÝÑ BH is the classifying map of the principal H-bundle G Ñ G{H, and χ˚is surjective since rk Upnq " rk H " n. Second, it is true if G ă Upnq since Upnq{H ÝÑ EUpnq b Upnq Upnq{H factors through EUpnq b G Upnq{H. Finally, in general, let Γ ă Upnq be the image of G and N G the ineffective kernel. Then there is a free right action of If π 1 BG " π 0 G " 0 then the right sequence converges to H˚G pXˆYq. If π 1 G is torsion-free as well, then the left sequence converges to KGpXˆYq, so the E 8 page is gr KGpXˆYq ÝÑ gr H˚G pXˆYq.
Remark 2.3. The comparison of the Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequence with more tractable sequences has precedents. Hodgkin's procedure applied to the theory pX Ñ BGq Þ ÝÑ K˚X on Top {BG yields a spectral sequence starting at E 2 " Tor K˚BG pK˚X, K˚Yq and converging to K˚pXˆB G Yq when π 1 G is free abelian, and he uses it in an essential way in his convergence proof (which in its original version only shows the KG sequence converges up to completion) [Hod75, §8] . Snaith [Sna71, §5] , without considering a map of Künneth spectral sequences, examines the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences H˚pX G ; Zq ùñ K˚X G and H˚pBG; Zq ùñ K˚BG to show that if H˚pBG; Zq and H˚pX G ; Zq are torsion-free and the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence Tor˚,H pBG;Zq`Z , H˚pX G ; Zq˘ùñ H˚pX; Zq collapses, then so also does the Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequence Tor˚,R G pZ, KGXq ùñ K˚X. Remark 2.4. The demand on π 1 G arises from the typical convergence of equivariant Künneth sequence in K-theory to something other than KGpXˆYq in the contrary case. Hodgkin demonstrates this failure with two examples [Hod75, p. 68]. The first is G " X " Y " Z{2, which has E 2 " TorR pZ{2q pZ, Zq " H˚pBZ{2q equal to 0 in even positive degrees and Z{2 in odd degrees, and collapses for lacunary reasons. On the other hand, KGpGˆGq " K 0 pZ{2q " Z 2 . The second is G " X " Y " SOp3q; here E 2 " Tor˚,R SOp3q pZ, Zq is an exterior algebra on one generator since RSOp3q is a polynomial ring on one generator, but KGpGˆGq " K˚SOp3q contains 2-torsion.
Example 2.5. One could be forgiven for thinking from Hodgkin's examples of bad convergence (and the wording he uses) that the problem for a connected G lies solely with torsion: after all, the Künneth spectral sequence in Borel cohomology requires G to be connected too, and cohomology with Q coefficients is not very sensitive to torsion in π 1 (e.g., replacing pG, Hq with a connected finite cover does not affect equivariant formality of the isotropy action [Car18, Thm.
1.2]). But this hope is in vain.
Write G " SOp3q and H " T " SOp2q, so that the isotropy action of H on X " Y " G{H " S 2 is the standard rotation of a globe. One would like to use the Künneth spectral sequence to compute KTpG{Tq starting from E 2 " Tor˚,R T`KG pG{Tq, KGpG{Tq˘-Tor˚,R SOp3q`R SOp2q, RSOp2q˘.
Writing t : SOp2q
" ÝÑ Up1q for the standard representation, we have RSOp2q " Zrt, t´1s and RSOp3q -`RSOp2q˘W SOp3q " Zrt`t´1s, so particularly RSOp2q is a free module of rank 2 over RSOp3q, say on 1 and t, and Tor˚" Tor 0 is the tensor product RSOp2q b RSOp3q RSOp2q, free of rank two over RSOp2q. Thus the Künneth spectral sequence must collapse. We have in general, for G compact and connected and T its maximal torus, a sequence of maps [McL79,
where λ is the edge map of the spectral sequence-which is an isomorphism if the collapsed sequence converges to KTpG{Tq-and ι is restriction to the fixed point set pG{Tq T " N G pTq{T " W of the action. It is always the case that ι is an injection [McL79, Thm. 1.6], so to show λ is not an isomorphism in the case at hand it will be enough to see the images of λ and λ˝ι differ. We can calculate ι directly from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence corresponding to the cover of S 2 by invariant hemispheres meeting in an equatorial S 1 -orbit, since these each contract equivariantly to a fixed point. Since K 1 S 1 pS 1 q " K 1 S 1 p˚q " 0, the sequence reduces to
where both maps RS 1 ÝÑ Z are the augmentation. The kernel of their difference, im ι, is thus given by pairs of virtual representation of equal dimension. Since t n for n P Z all are onedimensional, im ι admits the pairs pt m , t n q P RS 1ˆR S 1 for n, m P Z as a Z-basis and the four pairs pt˘1, 1q and p1, t˘1q as ring generators. On the other hand, λ takes
where SOp2q acts on the left of SOp3q in the first bundle and diagonally in the second. 3 Orienting S 2 and restricting these bundles to their representations at the poles, we get respectively pt, tq and pt, t´1q, showing im ι is of rank two over impι˝λq.
As these groups are all torsion-free and SOp3q is the simplest group that is connected with fundamental group containing torsion, we see there is no hope of saving convergence by extending coefficients. This example also shows Theorem K fails, with arbitrary coefficients, without the assumption π 1 G be torsion-free.
Remark 2.6. The convergence proof is a series of reductions, which we present for those readers with the stamina. This material will probably be omitted when we submit the paper but is useful to see where the insistence on π 1 G torsion-free comes from and alsoto motivate our counterexample.
First, one sees the Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequence converges to a colimit FpX, Yq :" lim Ý Ñ r KGpS p X`L X p^Y`q , independent of the resolution chosen [Hod75, Thm. 5.1], which sits in an exact triangle FpX, Yq Ñ KGpXˆYq Ñ ΓpX, Yq Ñ FpX, Yq, so we will be done when we show the error term ΓpX, Yq " lim Ý Ñ r KGpX p^Y`q vanishes identically. For this note [Hod75, p. 60f.] that for fixed X, essentially because the same facts hold of KG, the functor Γ X " ΓpX,´q is a cohomology theory in Y, continuous in the sense that for A Ď X closed, Γ X A is the colimit of Γ X B over closed B Ě A. Writing π : Y ÝÑ Y{G for the quotient maps, we have [Seg68b, Prop. 5.3] a Segal spectral sequence E 2 " H˚pY{G; Γ X π´1q ùñ Γ X Y, where Γ X π´1 denotes the sheaf with stalks Γ X π´1pyGq, and it follows that to show Γ " 0 we need only show Γ X pG{Hq " 0 for all X and all closed H ă G. Applying the same argument to Γ G{H in turn, to conclude Γ " 0 we only need to see ΓpG{H, G{Kq " 0 for all closed subgroups H, K ă G.
As a preliminary step, it will be important to show ΓpG,´q " 0. Since π 1 G " 0, the short exact 
Because ΓpG, Yq is finitely generated and discrete, we have ΓpEG, Y G q -ΓpG, Yq p -ΓpG, Yq, so it is more than enough to show the theory ΓpEG,´q is zero. For this we can apply the Dold theorem [Dodl70] that a natural transformation e˚ÝÑ f˚of additive cohomology theories on Top {BG is an isomorphism if every map˚ÝÑ BG induces an isomorphism. Since BG is path-connected, any point will do, so it is enough to check ΓpEG,˚q " ΓpEG, EGq " ΓpG, Gq p " ΓpG, Gq " 0. For this, note that the Laurent-tensor-polynomial structure on RG and the fact K˚G is an exterior algebra on the primitives PK˚G lets us use the Koszul algebra RG b K˚G as an RG-resolution on G, since Hodgkin's natural transformation β :
For G " T a torus, Snaith [Sna72, §2] is able to prove ΓpT{H 1 , T{H 2 q " 0 for all closed subgroups H 1 , H 2 of T, using primarily the fact that ΓpT,´q " 0 since π 1 T is free abelian and homological algebra with respect to specific resolutions that work due to the restricted nature of subgroups of a torus. Appending subscripts to label the acting group, this shows λ T : F T p´,´q ÝÑ KTp´ˆ´q is a natural isomorphism. Now Pittie [Pit72, Ste75] showed that if π 1 G is free abelian and T is the maximal torus of G, then RT is a free module over RG. It follows in the Künneth spectral sequence for G acting on X " Y " G{T, we have collapse at E 2 " Tor˚,R G pRT, RTq " RT b RG RT. But McLeod [McL79] showed later, via mainly Lie-theoretic methods, that the map λ G : RT b RG RT Ñ KGpG{TˆG{Tq -KTpG{Tq from Example 2.5 is an isomorphism if π 1 G is free abelian. It follows from repeated application of the tricks Z b T G « ZˆG{T and KGpZˆG{Tq -KTZ for Z a G-space, using Pittie's and McLeod's theorems, that a Künneth space for KG is also one for KT.
Consider a KG-resolution G{T Ñ Z 0 Ñ Y 1 Ñ¨¨¨of G{T. Now [Sna72, §3] since KTpG{Tq -RT b RG KGpG{Tq by McLeod's theorem and the Z n are Künneth spaces for T as well, by induction G{T Ñ Z 0 Ñ Y 1 Ñ¨¨¨is also a KT-resolution. For a G-space Y, then, forgetting induces a commutative square
We have seen λ T is an isomorphism, and the inclusion T ã Ñ G induces "index" retractions of 4 Geometrically, this is represented by the equivariant C n bundle on the unreduced suspension SG " CG Y G CG obtained by clutching two G-trivial bundles on the cone CG via ρ along the common copy of G.
5 This is a simplification; one needs to check that the map Tor 
Now consider a resolution X Ñ Z 0 Ñ X 1 Ñ¨¨¨of any G-space X. Since KTX " KGX b RG RT and the Z n are Künneth spaces for T, by induction this is a T-resolution as well, so there is an induced commutative square
But λ T is an isomorphism and the index induces a retraction, so λ G is as well.
Proof of the structure theorem
Now we apply the spectral sequence map of Theorem 2.2 to the specific case with X " Y " G{H.
The map of E 2 pages is Tor˚,R G pRH, RHq ÝÑ Tor˚,HG pH˚H , H˚H q and that on E 8 pages is gr KHpG{Hq ÝÑ gr H˚H pG{Hq.
As noted in (2.3), these maps are induced by rational completion M Þ Ñ M b Q Þ Ñ pM b Qq p with respect to the augmentation ideal IG b Q. This behaves well with respect to cohomology.
Lemma 3.1. If G is a compact, connected Lie group, the composition of the following ring extensions is a flat injection:
Proof. The penultimate map is a completion and the last map is (2.3) in the case X "˚. Qrruss is much bigger than the subring Zrruss b Q of power series with coefficients of bounded denominator. The isomorphism of (2.3) is weaker than might first appear; not only does it annihilate torsion, but completion is so blunt an instrument that for example each of the three rings RSUp3q -Zrx, ys and RPSUp3q -Zra, b, cs{pa 3´b cq and RT 2 -Zrt˘1, u˘1s completes with respect to its augmentation ideal to a power series ring in two indeterminates.
We use Lemma 3.1 to give a sufficient condition for the collapse of the Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequence of interest. Proof. Since H˚G is flat over RG and H˚H is also the completion of RpH; kq with respect to IpG; kq [Seg68a, Prop. 3.9], we have Tor˚,HG pH˚H , H˚H q -Tor˚,R G pRH, RHq b RG H˚G , so the map of E 2 pages is itself a completion. (By induction, the map on each page is a completion.) By assumption, this map is an injective cochain map, so as the target sequence collapses, the differential d 2 is trivial and E 2 " E 3 .
Remark
In order to prove the collapse, then, we need to be able to evaluate the Tor.
Theorem K. Let pG, Hq be a pair of compact, connected Lie groups and k a subring of Q such that π 1 G is free abelian and the image of RpG; kq ÝÑ RpH; kq is a polynomial ring over which RpH; kq is a finite free module. Then there is a ring isomorphism
where Λ p P -im`K˚pG{Hq Ñ K˚G˘is an exterior algebra on rk Z p P " rk G´rk H generators and RH is an RG-module by restriction of complex representations.
Proof. Set R :" impRG Ñ RHq b k; by assumption we have an R-linear isomorphism RpH; kq -R n for some finite n. Since a polynomial ring is a free commutative algebra, there is a section R ÝÑ RpG; kq which is an algebra map. Thus RpG; kq -R b A, where A is a polynomial-tensorLaurent polynomial ring on a sequence of indecomposable elements in the kernel of RG ÝÑ RH. Counting transcendence degrees over k, there are rk G´rk H such elements. Now we have
where z are generators of Tor-degree´1 in bijection with the rk G´rk H generators of A. Note that the non-exterior factor R n 2 is just Tor 0 RG pRH, RHq b k -RH b RG RH b k and this is free over RpH; kq -R n , so completion in the IpG; kq-adic topology, which agrees with the IpH; kqadic [Seg68a, Prop. 3.9] is injective. Thus Proposition 3.3 applies.
We now have at least an isomorphism of filtered vector spaces between KHpG{H; kq and Tor˚,R G pRH, RHq b k, which we want to promote to a ring isomorphism. To this end note that the G-map G{H ÝÑ˚induces a map of spectral sequences from our Künneth spectral sequence to a Künneth spectral sequence E 2 " Tor RG pZ, Zq ùñ K˚G. Hodgkin showed E 2 is already isomorphic to K˚G as an algebra [Hod67] 
The first pair of horizontal maps is from (2.3) as usual, the isomorphism on the bottom is established in the original construction of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [Smi67, Prop. 3.4], and the vertical map on the right is a consequence of the existence of a dga quasi-isomorphism pH˚BG, 0q ÝÑ C˚BG, where C˚BG is the rational cochain algebra of the Segal version of BG (the geometric realization of the nerve of the one-object topological category G) [Fra06, Prop. 
Proof. The last two conditions guarantee the action of H on G{H is equivariantly formal [CF18, Thm. As H is simply-connected, RH is a polynomial ring, so the Chevalley-Shephard-Todd theorem A.13 implies that RpH; Qq is free over R " RpH; Qq N G pHq , which is then a polynomial ring on the same number of generators [Smi95, Cor. 6.4.4]. Now apply Theorem K with k " Q.
A number of well-studied special cases follow immediately.
Corollary 3.6. Let pG, Hq be a pair of compact, connected Lie groups such that π 1 G is free abelian. If RG ÝÑ RH is surjective, then there is a ring isomorphism
Proof. Note we only needed the assumption π 1 H " 0 and rational coefficients in the proof of Theorem K to guarantee RH was free over impRG Ñ RHq, so that TorR G pRH, RHq would be free over RH and completion would be injective. But in this case we already see the Tor is pRH b RG RHq b Λ p P " RH b Λ p P. As this is free abelian, there is no extension problem even integrally. Corollary 3.9. Let pG, Hq be a pair of compact, simply-connected Lie groups. If there is a continuous, finite-order automorphism σ of G such that H is the identity component of its fixed point set, then
only if the groups are only assumed connected and π 1 G free abelian.
Proof. Again, the action of H on G{H is equivariantly formal [GN16] 
and then as in Remark 3.8 one recovers KHpG{Hq -RH b RG RH b Λ p P, as claimed. We will show that in all these cases RG ÝÑ RK is surjective and RK is polynomial, so that the formula for K follows from Corollary 3.6. First note that if K is simply-connected, then RK is a polynomial ring on the fundamental representations corresponding to a system of simple roots. The Dynkin diagram of K with respect to S is the quotient of the Dynkin diagram of G with respect to T by the cyclic subgroup generated by a diagram automorpism. As vertices of each Dynkin diagram correspond to a system of simple roots, surjectivity of RG ÝÑ RK follows. This actually covers almost everything, as the classification of Dynkin diagram automorphisms for simple Lie groups comprises three and a half cases: the triality automorphism of D 4 gives Spinp8q, G 2˘, the reflection of D n for n ě 4 gives`Spinp2nq, Spinp2n´1q˘, and the reflections of A 2n´1 and A 2n respectively give`SUp2nq, Sppnq˘and`SUp2n`1q, SOp2n`1q˘. All of the K are simply-connected except for SOp2n`1q, but in this half-case, recall [BtD85, §VI.5.4, p. 272-3] that RSOp2n`1q is polynomial on exterior powers of the defining representation SOp2n`1q Ñ Aut R R 2n`1 Ñ Aut C C 2n`1 , which restricts from the defining representation of SUp2n`1q.
Remark 3.10. Without the simplification trading the automorphism for a diagram automorphism, the proof is significantly more complicated, and we do not know how we would compute the Tor directly. For an example, compare the formulae in Minami's computation of K˚pG{Hq in the other cases [Min76, e.g., Lem.
5.2] and imagine the relations not in
It is not at all obvious from this description things simplify as much as they do. Example 3.11. There is one remaining class of pairs pG, Hq for which equivariantly formal of the isotropy action is characterized in a computationally tractable way. If H is a circle, the isotropy action is equivariantly formal if and only if either π 1 H ÝÑ π 1 G is injective or (these options are exclusive) there is an element g P G such that conjugation by g induces the nontrivial automorphism h Þ ÝÑ h´1 of H.
In the former case, Corollary 3.6 applies after inverting the order ℓ of the center of the commutator group G 1 , since the composition H ã Ñ G G{G 1 " G ab is then at most ℓ-to-one, so RpG ab qr1{ℓs ÝÑ RpH; Qqr1{ℓs and hence RpGqr1{ℓs ÝÑ RpH; Qqr1{ℓs are surjective. (Consider the diagonal circle group in Up2q to see this inversion is necessary.)
In the latter case, it is possible that RH is not free over the image of RG ÝÑ RH, so the current proof cannot be adapted to handle this case. For example, [CF18, Ex. 7.18], for G " SUp4q and H " diagpz, z´1, z 2 , z´2q, the image of RG ÝÑ RH is a polynomial ring in two indeterminates, over which the Laurent polynomial ring RH -Zrt, t´1s could not possibly be free.
Equivariant formality and torsion
As mentioned already in the introduction, equivariant formality for rationalized K-theory and for Borel cohomology are the same phenomenon [Fok17] and there are by now many equivalent formulations [CF18] . In this section, we add yet another and explore to what extent the equivalence with weak formality, to be discussed, can survive with more general coefficients.
Corollary 4.1. Let pG, Hq be a pair of compact, connected Lie groups such that π 1 G is free abelian. Then H acts equivariantly formally on G{H if and only if the map
Proof. Since the IG-adic and IK-adic topologies on RK agree [Seg68a, Prop. 3.9], applying the flat extension´b RG H˚G to Tor id pε, idq gives Tor˚,HG pH˚H , H˚H q ÝÑ Tor˚,HG pQ, H˚H q. By the collapse of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence on the left in (2.1), this is a way of writing H˚H pG{Hq ÝÑ H˚pG{Hq, yielding the forward implication. For the reverse, note that under the hypothesis on G, the map in question is the E 2 page of a map of Hodgkin-Künneth spectral sequences converging to KHpG{Hq ÝÑ K˚pG{Hq. The sequence converging to K˚pG{Hq -Tor RG pZ, RHq always collapses, so since the E 8 page of the other sequence is a subquotient of the E 2 page, if KHpG{Hq b Q ÝÑ K˚pG{Hq b Q is surjective, then a fortiori so is Tor id pε, idq.
There is now yet another form of equivariant formality to discuss. Note that the augmentation ideal IG is generated by differences ρ´dim ρ, so that the image of IG under the structure map RG ÝÑ KGX lies in the kernel of the forgetful map f : KGX ÝÑ K˚X. Thus f thus factors through the quotient KGX L L RG " KGX b RG Z, where ε provides the RG-module structure on Z, and we have a diagram
analogous to the cohomology HG Ñ HGX Ñ H˚X of the Borel fibration. Harada and Landweber observe [HL07, Prop. 4.2] that f is surjective if and only iff is, and moreover that iff is an isomorphism, then f is surjective with kernel IG¨KGX, making the following definition. We simply say the action is weakly equivariantly formal in the case k " Z.
Thus by definition k-weak equivariantly formality for k ď Q implies equivariant formality in our sense. Fok has shown that in fact Q-weak equivariantly formality is equivalent to equivariant formality [Fok17] [CF18, Thm. 5.6]. Some things are known integrally as well; for example, if π 1 G is free abelian, we are able to replace G with its maximal torus. Here are two known results in that direction. . Given a compact, connected Lie group G with maximal torus T there exists a positive integer m such that for any compact G-space X such that KGX is a finite RG-module, if KTX ÝÑ K˚X is surjective, then the image of KGX ÝÑ K˚X contains m¨K˚X. If π 1 G is torsion-free, then m " 1.
We can add to them the following strengthening of the rational statement.
Particularly, if π 1 G is torsion-free, then surjectivity of f implies weak equivariant formality.
Proof. We will show the kernel of f is generated by I " IpG; kq by first reasoning about its completion. Recall that the map V Þ ÝÑ EG b G V : KGX ÝÑ K˚X G to Borel equivariant K-theory may be identified with completion at IG by the theorem of Atiyah and Segal [AS69, Cor. 2.2]. As the kernel Ş`I n¨KG pX; kq˘of the completion map is contained in I¨KGpX; kq, which is contained in the kernel of the forgetful map KGX ÝÑ K˚X, the forgetful map factors through pKGXq p -K˚X G . Thus we get a surjective factor p f : KpX G ; kq ÝÑ K˚pX; kq of the forgetful map, and we will first show ker p f is generated by the image of Ă K˚pBG; kq " p I. The K˚pBG; kq-structure in question is induced from the Borel fibration X Ñ X G ξ Ñ BG. We want to analyze the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Leray-Serre spectral sequence E ‚ pξq of this bundle, but it is not automatically known to converge since BG is noncompact, so we proceed through finite approximations. Select a CW structure on BG [Mil56, Thm. 5.1], letting B n G be its n-skeleta and E n G their preimages in EG so that pE n G Ñ B n Gq is a sequence of compact principal G-bundles colimiting to EG Ñ BG. Take B´1G " ∅ by convention and B 0 G "˚to be the basepoint. Then ξ n : X n,G :" E n G b G X Ñ B n G are X-bundles colimiting to ξ, and the fiber inclusion X " X 0,G ã Ñ X G factors through each X n,G . We will eventually take a limit, but for now, fix n, relax, and consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Leray-Serre spectral sequence E ‚ pξ n q. This sequence has E 2 pξ n q " H˚`B n G; K˚pX; kq˘because π 1 BG " π 0 G " 0, and because B n G is compact, converges to K˚pX n,G ; kq [DK01, Thm. 9.22]. The composite
is the fiber restriction, which is surjective as it factors p f . Thus all differentials originating in the left column E 0,‚ ‚ pξ n q vanish. At this point, if π 1 G is free abelian, consider a maximal torus T of G. The forgetful map, assumed surjective, factors through KTpX; kq ÝÑ K˚pX; kq, which must then be surjective as well. By Lemma 4.3, if this restricted T-action is k-weakly equivariantly formal, then so also is the original G-action, so for the purpose of proving k-weak equivariantly formality, we may replace G with T.
If we view the horizontal maps in the square
as a bundle map, we may consider the associated homomorphism of Atiyah-Hirzebruch-LeraySerre spectral sequences. That of the right bundle is just the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence E ‚ pid B n G q starting with E 2 pid B n G q " H˚pB n G; kq and converging to K˚pB n G; kq. Because the differentials on the left column vanish, we can hope the bundle map pξ n , id B n G q induces an isomorphism of spectral sequences E ‚ pid B n G q b k K˚pX; kq " ÝÑ E ‚ pξ n q. If G " T is a torus, then E 2 pid B n T q " H˚pB n G; Zq is torsion-free, so E 2 pξ n q -H˚pB n T; Zq b K˚X. As E ‚ pid B n T q collapses [AH61, Thm. 2.4] and the differentials of E ‚ pξ n q are derivations, the sequence collapses and the isomorphism perists. If π 1 G is not free abelian, then by the assumption on k we have Tor´1 k`H˚p B n G; kq, K˚pX; kq˘" 0 since H˚pBG; Zq has p-torsion if and only if H˚pG; Zq does and the torsion of H˚pB n G; Zq is a subgroup of that of H˚pBG; Zq. Thus by the universal coefficient theorem, we have E 2 pξ n q -H˚pB n G; kq b k K˚pX; kq. Moreover, the set of primes p which are torsion for E r pid B n G q and for im d r only decreases with r since rationally the series collapses, so the image of each d r is itself torsion [Goo17] . It follows Tor´1 k`E r pid B n G q, K˚pX; kq˘" 0 This is just the condition necessary to imply E r`1 pid B n G q b k K˚pX; kq ÝÑ E r`1 pξ n q by the universal coefficient theorem. Either way, E 8 pξ n q -K˚pB n G; kq b k K˚pX; kq as a K˚pB n G; kq-module so the kernel of the surjection E 8 pξ n q ÝÑ K˚pX; kq is the ideal generated by the image of r K˚pB n G; kq. We now consider the spectral sequence E ‚ pξq. We were not sure a priori it converged, but the inclusions B n G ã Ý Ý Ñ BG induce a coherent system of maps E ‚ pξq ÝÑ E ‚ pξ n q. Since`K˚pB n G; kqȃ nd`K˚pX n,G ; kq˘satisfy the Mittäg-Leffler criterion [AS69, Cor. as a K˚pBG; kq-module, and that the kernel of E 8 pξq ÝÑ K˚pX; kq is generated by p I " r K˚pBG; kq. To now show the kernel of p f : K˚pX G ; kq ÝÑ K˚pX; kq is generated by p I, recall the filtration of K˚pX G ; kq figuring in the spectral sequence is given by F p :" ker`K˚pX G ; kq ÝÑ K˚pξ´1B p´1 G; kq˘.
Since B 0 G is the basepoint, we may identify p f with F 0 ÝÑ F 0 {F 1 , and the claim is then that the inclusion p I¨K˚pX G ; kq ã Ý Ý Ñ F 1 is surjective. But from the K˚pBG; kq-module isomorphism (4.2), we have r K˚pB n G; kq¨ź
Since the action of K˚pBG; kq on E 8 pξq " gr K˚pX G ; kq is induced from that on K˚pX G ; kq itself, it follows that for each p ě 1 we have
and by iterated substitution,
Thus F 1 " p I¨F 0`Fp for arbitrarily high p. As the F ‚ -topology on K˚pX G ; kq is the same as the p I-adic topology [AS69, Cor. 2.3], some F p is contained in p I, so ker p f " F 1 is generated by p I. Finally, before completion, write b " ker f , which we recall contains a :" I¨KGpX; kq. Since I-adic completion is exact on finite RpG; kq-modules [AM69, Props. 10.13,15], applying it to the short exact sequence 0 Ñ b Ñ KGpX; kq Ñ K˚pX; kq Ñ 0, and recalling ker p f " p I¨K˚pX G ; kq " p a, we see p b " p a. So completing the sequence 0 Ñ a Ñ b Ñ b{a Ñ 0, we see pb{aq p " 0; but the kernel of the completion map b{a Ñ pb{aq p " 0 is č`I n¨b L a˘ď I¨´b L I¨KGpX; kq¯" 0, so b{a " 0 and ker f " b " a " I¨KGpX; kq.
Remarks 4.5. (a) Harada and Landweber chose the name weak equivariant formality because equivariant formality in equivariant cohomology is equivalent to the collapse of the Serre spectral sequence of the Borel fibration X Ñ X G Ñ EG, which implies the strong condition that HGX -HG b Q H˚X is a free HG-module. This is equivalent to the collapse of the Atiyah-HirzebruchLeray-Serre spectral sequence with rational coefficients, by the Chern character isomorphism, but by Example 4.6, we cannot say anything similarly strong for KGpX; kq, at least without the assumption on π 1 G. We can however get a similar result for KGpX; kq p " K˚pX G ; kq by a LerayHirsch style argument for k ă Q such that K˚pX; kq is a free a k-module. 
A. The theorem of Shiga and Takahashi
In the proof of Proposition 3.5 we will need a modification, which was announced without proof in the prequel [CF18, Rmk. 3.12], of a theorem of Shiga-Takahashi [ST95] . We produce such a proof here.
Definition A.1. If pG, Kq is a compact, connected pair such that the isotropy action of K on G{K is equivariantly formal we will for brevity call the pair pG, Kq isotropy-formal. If G{K is formal, we will call the pair pG, Kq formal. Note that BK " EG{K admits a right N G pKq-action given by eK¨n " enK and BG " EG{G admits a trivial N G pKq-action making the quotient map BK ÝÑ BG equivariant. It follows the ring map HG ÝÑ HK is also equivariant, so its image lies in the invariant subring H N K :" pHKq N G pKq . This trivial observation explains our odd obsession with invariant subrings. Because the action of the identity component of N G pKq on BK is homotopically trivial, the group effectively acting on HK is the component group N :" π 0 N G pKq.
The original Shiga-Takahashi theorem is the following: The proof of the forward implication in the original proof of this result is somewhat obscure and deserves some amplification. It turns out the proof of the backward direction can be finessed into an equivalence. In fact, we will show the following, and then derive further consequences: To get there, we will cite a few lemmas about equivariant formality of an isotropy action, formality, and classical invariant theory. Formality itself admits the following formulation for homogeneous spaces, where we write A ě1 for the augmentation ideal in a connected graded algebra A and given a map f : A ÝÑ B of connected graded algebras, set B {{ A :" B{ f pA ě1 qB. where the exterior factor Λ p P is generated by a vector subspace p P of dimension rk G´rk K and the ideal generated by impH ě1 G Ñ HKq can be generated by a regular sequence of elements of this image, if and only if HK {{ HG is a complete intersection ring.
Very briefly, the relevance of the rings in Theorem A.8 is that K Ñ G Ñ G{K Ñ BK Ñ BG is a fiber sequence and G{K is the pullback of BK Ñ BG Ð EG up to homotopy, allowing one to identify H˚pG{Kq with the cohomology of a cdga HK b H˚G " HK b HG pHG b H˚Gq, where HK has zero differential and HG b H˚G is a Koszul algebra modeling EG. 7 Definition A.9. Let F be a field and A a commutative unital F-algebra. A Noether normalization of A is a polynomial subring B " Fr f 1 , . . . , f n s of A such that B is a finite A-module. Such a sequence f " p f 1 , . . . , f n q is called a system of parameters for A. Given a finite-dimensional representation V of a finite group Γ over F, the ring FrVs of polynomial functions V ÝÑ F naturally inherits a Γ-action by ring automorphisms. We grade FrVs by setting |v˚| " 1 for v˚P Hom F pV, Fq and write |Γ| as well for the order of Γ. A pseudoreflection group Γ ă Aut F V is a subgroup generated by elements fixing codimension-one subspaces. Proof of Theorem C. As H acts equivariantly formally on G{H, we know [CF18, Thm. A] G{H is formal, which by Theorem A.8 means that Λ p P -im`H˚pG{Hq ÝÑ H˚G˘is an exterior algebra on a space of prk G´rk Hq elements. By assumption, HHpG{Hq ÝÑ H˚pG{Hq is surjective, so the image of HHpG{Hq ÝÑ H˚G is also Λ p P. Writing q P for a complement of p P in PH˚G, and picking cocycles in the first algebra represnting elements that map to Λ p P, we may factor it as pHHq b 2 b Λ q P, d˘b pΛ p P, 0q. This factorization descends to a factorization pHH b Λ q P,dq b pΛ p P, 0q of the second algebra and it is another consequence of Theorem A.8 that H˚pHH b Λ q Pqim`HH ÝÑ H˚pG{Hq˘-HH{pd q Pq is a complete intersection ring, or in other words a homogeneous basis of d q P forms a regular sequence in HH. Particularly, HH is free over A :" Qrd q Ps, Now d| q 
